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Population clustering methods, which consider the position and fitness of the individuals to form sub-populations in multi-population

algorithms, have shown high efficiency in tracking the moving global optimum in dynamic optimization problems. However, most of

these methods use a fixed population size, making them inflexible and inefficient when the number of promising regions is unknown.

The lack of a functional relationship between the population size and the number of promising regions significantly degrades

performance and limits an algorithm’s agility to respond to dynamic changes. To address this issue, we propose a new species-based

particle swarm optimization with adaptive population size and number of sub-populations for solving dynamic optimization problems.

The proposed algorithm also benefits from a novel systematic adaptive deactivation component that, unlike the previous deactivation

components, adapts the computational resource allocation to the sub-populations by considering various characteristics of both
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the problem and the sub-populations. We evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm for the Generalized Moving Peaks

Benchmark and compare the results with several peer approaches. The results indicate the superiority of the proposed method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many real-world optimization problems have dynamic search spaces that change over time. A single-objective continu-

ous dynamic optimization problem (DOP)1 can be defined as:

Maximize : 𝑓 (𝑡 ) (x) = 𝑓
(

x, 𝛼 (𝑡 )
)

, x = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, · · · , 𝑥𝑑 } (1)

Subject to : x ∈ X : X = {x | 𝐿𝑏𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑈𝑏𝑖 }, 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 𝑑},

𝑔
(𝑡 )
𝑗 (x) ≤ 0, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 𝑔},

ℎ
(𝑡 )
𝑘
(x) = 0, 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ℎ̂},

where 𝑓 is the objective function, 𝑡 ∈ [0,𝑇 ] is the time index, x is a solution, X is the 𝑑-dimensional search space,

𝐿𝑏𝑖 and 𝑈𝑏𝑖 are lower bound and upper bound of search range in the 𝑖th dimension, respectively, 𝛼 is a vector of

time-dependent control parameters of the objective function, 𝑔 𝑗 is the 𝑗th inequality constraint, ℎ𝑘 is the 𝑘th equality

constraint, and 𝑔 and ℎ̂ are the numbers of inequality and equality constraints, respectively. In this paper, we focus on

box-constrained DOPs, i.e., no additional equality and inequality constraints are considered. The literature of DOP

is mostly focused on problems whose environmental changes occur only in discrete time steps, i.e., 𝑡 ∈ {1, . . . ,𝑇 }.
For a DOP with 𝑇 environmental states, there is a sequence of 𝑇 stationary environments. Therefore, 𝑓 (𝑡 ) (x) with 𝑇
environments can be reformulated as:

Maximize :𝑓 (𝑡 ) (x) =
{

𝑓 (x, 𝛼 (𝑘 ) )
}𝑇

𝑘=1
=

{

𝑓 (x, 𝛼 (1) ), 𝑓 (x, 𝛼 (2) ), . . . , 𝑓 (x, 𝛼 (𝑇 ) )
}

, (2)

where it is usually assumed in the literature that there is a degree of similarity between successive environmental

states, which is the case in many real-world DOPs [Branke 2012; Nguyen 2011].

Using evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence methods is an effective and popular way to tackle DOPs

[Mavrovouniotis et al. 2017; Nguyen et al. 2012]. However, these methods are originally designed for optimization in

static environments and they cannot directly be used to tackle DOPs due to the challenges caused by the environmental

changes. Some of these challenges are global and local diversity loss, outdated stored fitness values2, and limited

available computational resources in each environment [Yazdani et al. 2022a]. To cope with DOPs and address their

challenges, evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence methods are usually combined with some other components

1In this paper, we focus on maximization problems.
2Also called outdated memory in the literature.
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to form dynamic optimization algorithms (DOAs3). DOAs are usually complex methods since they not only need to

find the global optimum, but also track it after environmental changes [Yazdani et al. 2021b].

One of the most efficient and commonly used DOAs are multi-population DOAs [Nguyen et al. 2012], where more

than one (sub)population is usually used in parallel. Some more advanced and the state-of-the-art multi-population

DOAs are the ones whose sub-populations are capable of locating and tracking multiple moving promising regions

simultaneously [Blackwell et al. 2008; Nguyen et al. 2016; Yazdani et al. 2022a, 2013]. In such multi-population

DOAs, a population division and management component is responsible to form sub-populations by clustering the

individuals [Yazdani et al. 2021b]. Several clustering methods have been used to form sub-populations in multi-

population DOAs; Some of these methods cluster individuals based on their indices [Blackwell and Branke 2004] and

some based on individuals’ position and fitness [Luo et al. 2019; Parrott and Li 2006; Yang and Li 2010].

Clustering methods that take the position and fitness of individuals into account have shown high efficiency in

tackling DOPs [Yazdani et al. 2021b]. However, their performance is highly sensitive to population size, which is

typically fixed [Luo et al. 2018; Parrott and Li 2006; Wang et al. 2012; Yang and Li 2010; Zhang et al. 2019]. In other

words, their performance is optimal when the population size is relatively matched to the number of promising regions

in the DOPs’ landscapes. As such, the performance of these methods is heavily reliant on the choice of population size,

and a larger number of promising regions necessitates a larger population size and number of sub-populations.

Despite the considerable number of index-based clustering multi-population DOAs [Blackwell et al. 2008; Yazdani

et al. 2022a] with sub-population number adaptive to the number of the discovered promising regions, little attention has

been given to the design of position and fitness-based clustering multi-population methods with adaptive population

size and sub-population number.

Effective management of computational resources between different sub-populations in multi-population DOAs is

crucial, given the limited available resources and the different importance/priority of sub-populations [Yazdani et al.

2021b]. However, despite the extensive research in the field of DOPs, little attention has been paid to designing systematic

computational resource allocation components that consider various problem characteristics such as temporal and

spatial change severity, and sub-population features like their role, task accomplishments, and rank. Currently, most

DOAs employ a simple Round-Robin approach to run sub-populations [Yazdani et al. 2021b] in each iteration [Blackwell

and Branke 2004; Kordestani et al. 2019; Novoa et al. 2009], or deactivate converged sub-populations [Kamosi et al.

2010].

In the DOP literature, particle swarm optimization (PSO) [Kennedy and Eberhart 1995] is the most commonly used

optimization method [Yazdani et al. 2021c] and most dynamic frameworks show their best performance when they

use PSO as their core optimization component [Li and Yang 2012; Nguyen et al. 2016; Yazdani et al. 2022a, 2021c, 2018,

2020].

To address the issues stated above, we propose a species-based PSO method, denoted as SPSO with adaptive popu-

lation (AP) and adaptive deactivation (AD) components (SPSO+AP+AD). The proposed method forms sub-populations

(species) using a clustering approach that takes into account the fitness and positions of individuals in each iteration.

Unlike most existing species-based DOAs [Li et al. 2006; Luo et al. 2016; Parrott and Li 2006] that employ a fixed

population size, our approach utilizes adaptive numbers of overall population size and the number of sub-populations,

which the proposed AP component adjusts based on the number of discovered promising regions in the search space.

3In this paper, we use the term DOA to refer to both evolutionary and swarm intelligence dynamic optimization.
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In addition, we propose the AD component that systematically and adaptively allocates the computational resources

to the sub-populations. This resource allocation component activates and deactivates species adaptively. This is done

by controlling and altering the values of the relevant parameters of the deactivation process based on the role and

convergence status of each species, and also DOPs’ characteristics including the number of discovered promising

regions and shift severity. By using the proposed resource allocation component, the exploitation and exploration

capabilities are significantly improved by systematic allocation of the limited available computational resources to the

species in each environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the related work. The proposed method is described in

Section 3. Section 4 explains the experiment set-up and reports the experimental results and analyses. Finally, Section 5

concludes this paper.

2 RELATEDWORK

DOAs have been widely used for optimizing DOPs [Cruz et al. 2011; Mavrovouniotis et al. 2017; Nguyen and Yao

2012]. Several classes of DOPs have been investigated in the literature, such as multi-objective DOPs [Raquel and

Yao 2013], single-objective DOPs [Yazdani et al. 2021b,c], and robust optimization over time [Fu et al. 2015; Yu

et al. 2010]. Designing evolutionary algorithms for solving multi-objective DOPs is a popular sub-field of DOPs that

has a rich literature. In multi-objective DOP works, different techniques have been used for tracking the moving

Pareto-optimal-set (PS) over time, including:

Diversity control [Chen et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2021]. Some multi-objective DOAs use diversity control mechanisms after

environmental changes [Deb et al. 2007]. In [Ma et al. 2021], a number of solutions are systematically randomized in

different regions of the objective space after environmental changes to increase the diversity. A bi-population algorithm

is introduced in [Chen et al. 2017] where one sub-population is responsible for maintaining diversity and the other one

focuses on convergence.

Memory [Goh and Tan 2008; Peng et al. 2015]. The main purpose of these techniques is to enhance the optimization

process in the current environment using historical information. In [Goh and Tan 2008], randomly chosen individuals

are added to the memory before each environmental change. The archived solutions are then used to update the

non-dominated set in the future environments. In [Peng et al. 2015], non-dominated solutions in each environment are

archived into memory, which are used to replace the worst individuals after each environmental change.

Prediction [Jiang et al. 2017; Muruganantham et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2017]. In these algorithms, some prediction

methods are used to estimate the PS/Pareto front after environmental changes when they exhibit some predictability

characteristics. For example, a linear Kalman filter is used in [Muruganantham et al. 2015] to predict the PS in the

new environment. In [Jiang et al. 2017], a domain adaptation approach is used to build a predictor that learns from

populations in past environments. Differential prediction and Cauchy mutation are employed in [Xu et al. 2017] for

initializing the population after environmental changes.

Note that the mechanisms and components used for developing dynamic multi-objective optimization algorithms

are different from those used in designing DOAs for tracking the moving global optimum in single-objective DOPs.

Since this work focuses on single-objective DOPs, providing a comprehensive review of dynamic multi-objective

algorithms is outside the scope of this paper. Surveys on this topic that can be referred to include [Azzouz et al. 2017;

Jiang et al. 2022; Raquel and Yao 2013].
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Most algorithms developed for single-objective DOPs focuses on tracking the moving optimum (TMO) [Yazdani et al.

2021b]. The majority of the state-of-the-art algorithms in this field use multiple sub-populations. In these algorithms,

the main concerns are to address global and local diversity loss and effectively control the sub-populations over

time [Yazdani et al. 2021b]. However, TMO is not practical for some real-world DOPs in which frequent change of the

deployed solution is undesirable/impossible. Such DOPs are denoted as robust optimization over time whose main

goal is to find solutions for deployment whose quality remains acceptable after several environmental changes [Jin

et al. 2013]. In the rest of this section, we focus on reviewing related works in TMO for single-objective continuous

DOP literature, which matches the focus of this paper. For brevity, from now on, we use the terms DOAs and DOPs to

refer to dynamic single-objective continuous algorithms and problems, respectively.

The state-of-the-art DOAs are usually complex algorithms constructed by assembling several components to address

the challenges of DOPs including diversity loss and limited available computational resources in each environment [Yaz-

dani et al. 2021b]. Two important components of DOAs are population division and management, and computational

resource allocation. The former usually divides the population into sub-populations and manages them in order to

provide a foundation for addressing diversity loss issue and accelerating optimization process after environmental

changes. The latter, on the other hand, controls the consumption of computational resources (i.e., the number of fitness

evaluations) by sub-populations. In this section, we review these two components.

2.1 Population division and management

Multi-population DOAs are both the most effective and flexible methods to tackle DOPs [Li et al. 2015; Yazdani et al.

2021b]. The population is divided into several sub-populations in such DOAs where the number of sub-populations is a

parameter that can be set either adaptively or by the user [Yazdani et al. 2022a]. In multi-population DOAs, different

clustering approaches have been applied to form sub-populations [Yazdani et al. 2021b]. It is worth mentioning that

dividing the population into sub-populations is also vastly used in speciation and niching methods in the field of

multimodal optimization [Darwen and Yao 1996, 1997; Lu and Yao 2005]. In fact, many population clustering methods

used in DOAs originally belong to the field of multimodal optimization [Li et al. 2016; Luo et al. 2021; Parrott and Li

2006].

Generally, clustering approaches used in DOAs include index-based clustering, which clusters individuals based

on their indices [Blackwell and Branke 2004]; position-based clustering, which clusters individuals based on their

positions [Halder et al. 2011]; and position- and fitness-based clustering, which clusters individuals according to both

their fitness and position [Liu et al. 2019; Luo et al. 2021, 2019; Parrott and Li 2006].

There is also a difference in the frequency of population clustering in different DOAs. Clustering can be performed

frequently or only at specific points in time. In DOAs based on index clustering, the population is divided at the

beginning of optimization or after a sub-population has been generated, and individual memberships in sub-populations

are permanent throughout the optimization process [Blackwell and Branke 2006; Blackwell et al. 2008]. In contrast,

DOAs that use clustering methods based on positions/fitness values may re-cluster individuals every iteration [Parrott

and Li 2006], or at specific points in time, such as after environmental changes [Yang and Li 2010].

A multi-population DOA may use fixed or variable population sizes and sub-population numbers, depending on the

clustering approach and other mechanisms employed. For example, in [Blackwell and Branke 2006], a fixed number of

sub-populations with fixed individual memberships is used, resulting in a fixed overall population size throughout the

optimization process. Similarly, in most DOAs that use fitness/position-based clustering methods, the population size

is fixed [Luo et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019]. The most flexible multi-population DOAs use both varying population sizes
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and varying numbers of sub-populations, which are adapted to the number of promising regions discovered during

optimization [Blackwell et al. 2008; Yazdani et al. 2022a].

It should be noted that the concept of varying population size has been utilized in various sub-fields of evolutionary

computation, including global optimization [Arabas et al. 1994; Coelho and de Oliveira 2008] and multi-objective

optimization [Zhang and Mahfouf 2009] in static environments. In these works, the primary objectives of varying the

population size are typically to tune the population size and regulate exploration and exploitation capabilities and

diversity. In contrast, in the field of tracking the global optimum in single-objective DOPs, the purpose of adaptively

changing the population size is to adjust the number of sub-populations to track multiple promising regions over

time, whose number is unknown and variable. This approach was first introduced in [Blackwell et al. 2008]. Nearly all

current DOAs that adaptively change both the population size and the number of sub-populations employ index-based

clustering methods [Yazdani et al. 2021b].

2.2 Computational resource allocation

Multi-populationDOAs use different computational resource allocation policies for distributing computational resources

between multiple sub-populations. The main commonly used computational resource allocation approaches are Round

Robin (which allocates the computational resources equally to different sub-populations) [Blackwell and Branke 2006],

methods based on deactivating converged sub-populations [Kamosi et al. 2010], and methods performing performance

based sub-population selection which allocate most of the computational resources to the sub-populations with higher

performance [du Plessis and Engelbrecht 2013; Yang et al. 2017; Yazdani et al. 2022a].

In DOAs with a deactivation based component, to avoid wastage of the computational resources caused by perform-

ing unnecessary exploitation (i.e., over-exploitation), the sub-populations that are converged to a local optimum get

deactivated. For almost all available methods used to identify the sub-populations to be deactivated, constant parame-

ters are used (e.g., a predefined value for deactivation radius [Yazdani et al. 2013]) and the deactivated sub-populations

will not become activated until the next environmental change.

Kamosi et al. have proposed the idea of deactivation in [Kamosi et al. 2010], which was originally inspired by the

removal of converged sub-populations in [Li and Yang 2009] to avoid over-exploitation. This idea has also been used

in several DOAs [Amo et al. 2010; Novoa-Hernández et al. 2010]. In [Yazdani et al. 2013], the best sub-population is

not involved in the deactivation method since its output directly affects the performance of the DOA. Therefore, this

sub-population continues to perform exploitation to improve the quality of the best found solution in each environment.

It is worth mentioning that the concept of computational resource allocation is also used in cooperative coevo-

lutionary approaches in large-scale optimization [Omidvar et al. 2021a,b]. However, the approaches used in this

field differ from those used in DOAs. In cooperative coevolutionary approaches, the systematic resource allocation

methods usually take the contributions of subfunctions on the overall fitness value into account [Kazimipour et al.

2019; Yang et al. 2017]. However, in the systematic resource allocation components used in DOAs, in addition to

considering dynamic environments, several other factors including the role of sub-populations, their performance, and

their convergence status are also taken into account [Yazdani et al. 2021b].

2.3 Motivation

As mentioned above, almost all DOAs whose population size and number of sub-populations adaptively vary over time

are those that use index-based clustering. This is because controlling sub-populations and adjusting the population size

are relatively straightforward and do not negatively impact other tasks of the algorithms such as tracking and coverage.
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Conversely, most species-based DOAs that divide the population into species/sub-populations using position- and

fitness-based clustering approaches have a fixed population size. This is because using population control components

to vary the population size can interfere with other parts of the algorithm, resulting in the deterioration of other tasks

such as tracking multiple moving promising regions.

However, using a fixed population size and dividing individuals into species can be inflexible and deficient when the

number of promising regions is unknown or changes over time, which is often the case in real-world DOPs. Therefore,

population size must be tuned for different DOPs; otherwise, the algorithm may be deficient, as the number of species

may be significantly fewer or greater than the number of promising regions in the landscape. Hence, species-based

DOAs must adapt the number of species to the number of discovered promising regions and adjust the overall

population size accordingly. To achieve this, a proper set of population control components must be used to avoid

any undesirable interference with other parts of the algorithm and minimize negative impacts on other tasks, such as

coverage and tracking of promising regions.

As described in [Kamosi et al. 2010; Yazdani et al. 2013], in order to manage the computational resource consumption

by species, the non-best tracker species doing unnecessary exploitation (i.e., over-exploitation) should be stopped. In

DOPs, tracker species are responsible for covering and tracking promising regions. To fulfill the tracking task, each

tracker species needs to only get close enough to the summit of the covered promising region. However, further

exploitation by tracker species will be useless and only wastes the computational resources. All existing processes of

identifying the species to be deactivated are fixed/non-adaptive, and a deactivated species will not be activated until

the next environmental change. Therefore, the relevant parameters to the deactivation process must be tuned for each

DOP based on some characteristics, such as the number of promising regions (which is related to the number of species)

and change frequency. Optimal tuning of these parameters can be impossible for DOPs whose characteristics change

over time, e.g., the number of promising region and the change frequency [Yazdani et al. 2022b]. In addition, in the

existing deactivation methods, only the convergence status of each species is considered, and the problem properties

(e.g., the change frequency) and the status of other species are not taken into account. Therefore, the deactivation

mechanism should be adaptive to the learned characteristics of the problems (e.g., the number of discovered promising

regions) and all species’ status.

The next section describes the proposed method that addresses the above-mentioned considerations.

3 ADAPTIVE SPECIES-BASED PSO

The proposed adaptive species-based PSO has the following novel components:

• A new species-based population division and management component that uses fitness and position based

clustering to form species with adaptive population size and number of species.

• A new adaptive deactivation based computational resource allocation component.

In the rest of this section, we explain the proposed method in more detail. We first propose an adaptive population

division and management approach that adapts the number of species to the number of discovered promising

regions. We then propose a systematic computational resource allocation component that adaptively controls the

deactivation/activation process based on all species’ current status and their task achievements. Finally, we describe

the change reaction procedure.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of the population clustering component [Qu et al. 2012] used in the proposed
algorithm
Input: List of individuals L (including positions, indices, and fitness values) and species size 𝑛

Output: Species information (it includes all S𝑗 ∈{1,· · · ,𝑁 } )
1 𝑗=0;

2 while L ≠ ∅ do
3 𝑗=𝑗+1;

4 S𝑗 = ∅;
5 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑗 ← the best individual ∈ L;
6 Calculate the Euclidean distances between 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑗 and other individuals ∈ L;
7 S𝑗 ← {𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑗 ∪ the closest 𝑛 − 1 individuals to 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑗 }; // S𝑗 is the 𝑗th species.

8 L = L \ S𝑗 ;

3.1 Adaptive species-based population division and management component

To divide the population into species, we adopt the clustering technique from [Qu et al. 2012], which works based on

the fitness and position of individuals. The species size is an input parameter of this clustering method, and the number

of individuals in each species is fixed and equal among all species. This method does not need any additional problem

dependent parameters, such as the species radius in [Parrott and Li 2006]. This clustering method works as follows.

First, all individuals form a list called L. Then, the following steps are repeated until L becomes empty:

(1) The best individual in L is chosen as a species seed.

(2) The Euclidean distance between the best individual and all other individuals in L is calculated.

(3) The best individual and its 𝑛 − 1 closest individuals form a species.

(4) The species members are removed from L.

Where 𝑛 is the species size (i.e., the number of individuals in each species). The clustering process is performed at every

iteration and updates the species according to the individuals’ positions and fitness values. Algorithm 1 shows the

pseudo code of the population clustering component. It is worth mentioning that the Euclidean distances calculated in

the clustering process of each iteration will be (re-)used for determining the spatial size of species (for convergence

detection purpose) in that iteration. Each species seed is used as the local attractor position (i.e., Gbest in PSO) by its

species members.

In the proposed algorithm, species are classified into tracker and non-tracker species based on their spatial size. A

Tracker is a species that has converged to a promising region and is tracking its optimum (i.e., the summit). Since the

trackers are those which have converged, their diversity is relatively small. Herein, we use the spatial size 𝔰 of a species

to evaluate its convergence status, which is calculated by:

𝔰𝑖 = max
I𝑗 ∈S𝑖

∥g∗𝑖 − p𝑗 ∥, (3)

where S𝑖 is the 𝑖th species, 𝔰𝑖 is the spatial size of the 𝑖th species, g∗𝑖 is the personal best position of the seed in the 𝑖th

species, I𝑗 is the 𝑗th individual of the 𝑖th species, and p𝑗 is the personal best position of I𝑗 .
In the beginning, species usually have high diversities and are referred to as non-tracker species. Non-tracker species

are responsible for exploration and discovering promising regions. Once a non-tracker species has converged to a

promising region, it becomes a tracker species. To determine whether a species is a tracker or non-tracker, we compare

its spatial size with a predefined threshold 𝑟track. The 𝑖th species is a tracker if 𝔰𝑖 ≤ 𝑟track; otherwise, it is a non-tracker.
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A tracker species is responsible for tracking the optimum of its covered promising region. Each tracker species must

address the local diversity loss issue to maintain its exploitation capability at an appropriate level. An effective way to

address this issue is to increase the local diversity of a species after each environmental change based on the optimum’s

estimated shift severity [Yazdani et al. 2018]. Therefore, 𝑟track must always be greater than the increased spatial size of

a species to address the local diversity loss. Consequently, a tracker species will not become a non-tracker by increasing

its local diversity after each environmental change. This is important in the proposed algorithm since tracker species

provide some important information to estimate the number of discovered promising regions and shift severity. In the

proposed method, the value of 𝑟track is defined adaptively based on the estimated shift severity over time.

As described in Section 2.3, the population size and the number of species should be adapted to the number of

discovered promising regions. On the one hand, when the number of individuals/species is more than enough to track

the discovered promising regions and search for possible undiscovered ones, redundant individuals/species must be

removed. On the other hand, new individuals/species need to be born when all species have converged, or when the

possibility of existing uncovered promising regions is high.

To increase the population size, we inject 𝔪 randomly initialized individuals into the population when all existing

species have converged. A species is considered converged to a promising region if its spatial size is smaller than a

threshold 𝑟generate. When all species have converged, the algorithm loses its exploration capability and cannot discover

any possible uncovered promising region. In addition, due to the converged species, the fitness and position of all

members in each species are relatively close to each other; therefore, the species membership is unlikely to change by

the clustering component. Injecting new random individuals will result in increasing global diversity and exploration

capability of the algorithm. After generating 𝔪 new individuals, the clustering process is performed on all individuals

(old and new) to update species. Updating the membership of species may result in migration of some individuals from

a promising region to another, which further increases the global diversity.

In addition, similar to the majority of multi-population DOAs, we need to use an anti-overcrowding component.

Overcrowding usually happens where more than one species converge to a promising region. In such a circumstance,

depending on the population clustering component used, the promising region would be covered either by more than

one species or by a too large species (when the converged species merge). Such additional species or individuals are

redundant which waste the computational resources and deteriorate global diversity. Considering the population

clustering approach used in the proposed algorithm in this paper, overcrowding would happen when more than one

species converge to a promising region. To address this issue, we use the standard exclusion mechanism [Blackwell and

Branke 2006] for removing redundant species. The exclusion component considers two species to have converged to a

promising region if the Euclidean distance between their seeds is less than 𝑟excl. In such a circumstance, individuals of

the species with inferior seed are removed.

Using the above-mentioned components formanaging the population and controlling species, the proposed algorithm

is capable of trackingmultiplemoving promising regions and adapting the number of species to the number of discovered

promising regions. When additional species are needed to cover possible undiscovered promising regions, the proposed

method increases the population size by injecting 𝔪 new individuals into the population, which in turn increases the

number of species. Furthermore, the number of species is reduced when there are redundant species. In fact, it is

expected that the redundant species will eventually converge to a covered promising region and be removed by the

exclusion component. Thus, the increase and decrease of the population size are done by injecting 𝔪 new individuals

and exclusion component, respectively. The applied adaptive population increasing/decreasing mechanisms enable the

proposed algorithm to adapt its number of species to the number of discovered promising regions, which is beneficial
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in solving DOPs with unknown number of promising regions and those whose number of promising regions change

over time.

A shortcoming of the proposed adaptive population generation method is that in solving DOPs with very large

numbers of promising regions, this component may generate too many individuals/species. Such a circumstance results

in shortage of computational resources for species. To address this issue, similar to [Yazdani et al. 2022a], the largest

number of species 𝑁 is bounded to a threshold 𝑁max. Using this approach, when 𝑁 = 𝑁max, an anti-convergence

mechanism [Blackwell and Branke 2006] will be activated. Therefore, when the number of species 𝑁 is equal to 𝑁max

and all of them have converged, instead of generating𝔪 new individuals, individuals of the species with the worst best

found position are randomly re-initialized (i.e., their positions are randomized and their personal best positions are

reset to their new positions). In fact, in a circumstance where the number of species has reached 𝑁max, by sacrificing

the coverage of the promising region with the lowest fitness, the algorithm increases global diversity, which in turn

results in maintaining the exploration capability.

3.2 Computational resource allocation component

In this subsection, we propose a systematic computational resource allocation component that controls the activa-

tion/deactivation process of species. At the beginning of each environment, all species are active, and they run during

each iteration. Each tracker species continues exploitation until it gets close enough to the summit of its covered

promising region. A tracker species is considered close to the summit if its spatial size is less than a deactivation radius

𝑟a. The tracker species 𝑖 will be deactivated if 𝔰𝑖 ≤ 𝑟a. It is important to note that deactivated species hibernate and do

not run during iterations, i.e., they do not consume computational resources. Deactivating such tracker species allows

the algorithm to save some computational resources that can be used for(1) the non-tracker species to converge to a

promising region, (2) tracker species that are still trying to get close to the summit of their covered promising region to

fulfill the tracking task, and (3) the best tracker species that is performing exploitation around the best found position

in the current environment.

The value of 𝑟a plays a major role in all deactivation-based computational resource allocation components, including

the proposed one, as the activity statuses of species are determined by comparing their spatial sizes to 𝑟a [Yazdani

et al. 2021b]. To the best of our knowledge, in all existing deactivation components, 𝑟a has a fixed value over time.

The optimal value of this parameter depends on different characteristics of DOPs, such as change frequency, and

also the number of species. Consequently, using a fixed value for 𝑟a results in the necessity of re-tuning the value

of this parameter for various problems and circumstances in order to achieve the best performance. In DOPs where

computational resources are limited in each environment, such as those with high change frequency, setting 𝑟a to

small values may render the deactivation component ineffective. In such a circumstance, due to limited available

computational resources in each environment, species cannot converge enough until their spatial sizes become smaller

than 𝑟a. Consequently, most species may not be deactivated in each environment. On the other hand, if there are

adequate available computational resources in each environment, when 𝑟a is set to large values, the resource allocation

mechanism may hinder the tracking capability by early deactivation of species. Another consideration is that 𝑟a cannot

be tuned for most DOPs whose number of promising regions and/or change frequency change over time.

To address the above considerations regarding the 𝑟a setting, we propose an adaptive method to adjust the values of

𝑟a to the current status of the tracker species. At the beginning of each environment, 𝑟a is set to a relatively large value

𝑟max
a . Once the spatial size of all existing tracker species becomes less than 𝑟a (i.e., they have been deactivated), 𝑟a will

be decreased. Then, all tracker species whose spatial size is larger than the new value of 𝑟a will be activated again until
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their spatial size is constricted to smaller values than the updated 𝑟a value. This procedure ensures that all tracker

species can progress in their tracking tasks at each step. In cases where the available computational resources are

very limited, the algorithm first tries to allocate only some computational resources to the tracker species, enough

to perform a relatively acceptable exploitation/tracking. If the environment does not change, the algorithm tries to

allocate additional computational resources to the tracker species by decreasing the value of 𝑟a, which improves their

exploitation/tracking capability.

In the proposed resource allocation approach, if a non-tracker species becomes a tracker (i.e., an uncovered promising

region may have been discovered), the value of 𝑟a will be reset to its initial value, i.e., 𝑟
max
a . By doing so, all currently

deactivated tracker species will remain inactive since their spatial size is less than the initial value of 𝑟a, and the new

tracker species will benefit from more computational resources to perform exploitation. Note that active tracker species

may become deactivated if their spatial size was larger than the previous 𝑟a value but smaller than 𝑟max
a . Once the new

tracker’s spatial size becomes smaller than the current 𝑟a value, the proposed approach constricts 𝑟a value. Therefore,

the algorithm prioritizes the new tracker species to ensure proper coverage of the newly discovered promising region.

The value of 𝑟a decreases gradually from 𝑟max
a until it reaches a lower bound value 𝑟min

a . The value of 𝑟min
a represents an

appropriate level of exploitation for tracking a local moving optimum where further exploitation would be unnecessary.

Therefore, to avoid over-exploitation, after 𝑟a has reached its minimum value 𝑟min
a in an environment, once the spatial

size of a tracker species becomes less than 𝑟a, it will not be activated until the next environment (i.e., until its spatial

size is increased again to address the local diversity loss). Note that the tracker species with the best seed will always

remain active since exploiting around the best found position has a significant impact on the algorithm’s performance.

Therefore, after all species trackers’ spatial sizes become less than 𝑟min
a , the remainder of computational resources will

be used for: (1) improving the exploitation around the best found position, and (2) improving exploration by allocating

computational resources to non-tracker species, which improves the capability of discovering uncovered promising

regions.

The initial/maximum value of 𝑟a, i.e., 𝑟
max
a , should be determined according to the estimated shift severity. The

reason is that to address local diversity loss, the spatial size of species need to be increased after each environmental

change based on the estimated shift severity [Yazdani et al. 2021b]. Therefore, to control the activation status of the

recently re-diversified tracker species at the beginning of each environment, the initial value of 𝑟a, i.e., 𝑟
max
a , should be

smaller than the estimated shift severity. We define 𝑟max
a = 𝜌 · 𝑠 , where 𝜌 ∈ (0, 1) and 𝑠 is the estimated shift severity.

Furthermore, the value of 𝑟min
a is set to 𝜇 ·

√
𝑑 , where 𝜇 is a positive constant and 𝑑 is the problem dimensionality. If

the spatial size of all tracker species are smaller than 𝑟a, then 𝑟a is updated by:

𝑟a = 𝑟min
a + (𝑟max

a − 𝑟min
a ) · 𝛽, (4)

where 𝛽 is a non-negative value parameter which is responsible for constricting 𝑟a. At the beginning of each environment

and when the value of 𝑟a is reset to 𝑟max
a , 𝛽 is set to one. To constrict the value of 𝑟a, we reduce the value of 𝛽 by

multiplying it by a constant 𝛾 ∈ (0, 1), i.e., 𝛽 = 𝛽 · 𝛾 . The value of 𝛽 is reduced when 𝑟a needs to be constricted, i.e.,

when the spatial sizes of all tracker species are smaller than the current 𝑟a value. Using this procedure, the value of 𝑟a

will be ∈ (𝑟min
a , 𝑟max

a ).

3.3 Change reaction component

Our proposed algorithm is a reaction-based method [Nguyen et al. 2012] which needs to know the occurrence of

the environmental changes in order to trigger some response components. Like many real-world DOPs with visible
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environmental changes [Branke and Schmeck 2003] where the algorithms are informed about the environmental

changes by other parts of the system (e.g., sensors and agents), we assume that all tested algorithms in this paper,

including the proposed method, are informed about changes. It should be mentioned that the proposed algorithm can

also use a simple reevaluation-based change detection component to detect environmental changes [Richter 2009;

Yazdani et al. 2022a]4.

Once an environmental change happens, our proposed algorithm performs the following steps to cope with the new

environment:

• First, the algorithm tries to estimate the shift severity. To this end, we use the Euclidean distances between the

successive best found positions in all promising regions in the previous environment. Estimated shift severity in

the 𝑡th environment 𝑠 (𝑡 ) is obtained by averaging the Euclidean distances between the best found positions

(seeds) by tracker species at the end of the (𝑡 − 1)th and (𝑡 − 2)th environments:

𝑠 (𝑡 ) =
1

|T | ·
∑︁

𝑖∈T





g
★(𝑡−1)
𝑖 − g★(𝑡−2)𝑖





 , (5)

where T is the set of tracker species that were trackers at the end of both the (𝑡−1)th and (𝑡−2)th environments,

and g
★(𝑡−1)
𝑖 and g

★(𝑡−2)
𝑖 are the best found positions by the 𝑖th tracker species at the end of the (𝑡 − 1)th and

(𝑡 − 2)th environments, respectively.

• Second, to address the local diversity loss in tracker species 𝑖 , we randomize all𝑚 − 1 non-seed members, x𝑗 ,

around the seed position g
★(𝑡−1)
𝑖 by:

x𝑗 = g
★(𝑡−1)
𝑖 +

(

𝔫

∥𝔫∥ · 𝑠
(𝑡 ) · 𝑟

)

, (6)

where 𝔫 is a 𝑑-dimensional vector of random numbers drawn from Gaussian distribution N(0, 1), ∥𝔫∥ is the
𝐿2−norm of 𝔫, 𝔫

∥𝔫 ∥ generates a random direction, and 𝑟 is a random number generated with uniform distribution

in (0, 1). Using (6), members are uniformly distributed inside a hyper-ball whose radius and center are 𝑠 (𝑡 ) and
g
★(𝑡−1)
𝑖 , respectively. Therefore, the local diversity of species is increased based on the estimated shift severity.

Note that there is a possibility that an individual is relocated to a position out of boundaries by (6) (this may

happen if a promising region’s summit is extremely close to the boundaries). To address this issue, the absorbing

bound handing technique [Helwig et al. 2012] is used to push back the individual inside the search range.

• Finally, to address the outdated memory issue, all stored solutions are reevaluated.

3.4 Procedure of the proposed method

Algorithm 2 shows the work-flow of the species based PSO with the proposed adaptive population division and

management and adaptive deactivation based computational resource allocation components (SPSO+AP+AD). This
algorithm starts with a set of randomized individuals (line 1). At the beginning of each iteration, if all species had

converged in the previous iteration (i.e., 𝑓generate = 1 whose value is determined in lines 21-22), the global diversity

is increased by randomizing/initializing 𝔪 individuals. If 𝑁 < 𝑁max, 𝔪 new individuals are initialized (line 6) which

also increase the number of species 𝑁 in order to cover higher numbers of promising regions. Otherwise, to avoid

generating too many species while maintaining the global diversity (which increases the exploration capability), the

individuals of the species with the worst g★ are randomized (line 8). Then, in lines 10-11, the species are formed

4The performance of the proposed method equipped with a change detection component for solving DOPs in which the changes need to be detected is
investigated in Section S-III of the supplementary document.
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of SPSO+AD+AP
Input: Fitness function, parameter settings of PSO and SPSO+AP+AD
Output: The best found solution when a new solution needs to be deployed

1 Initialize the initial individuals;

2 𝑓generate = 0;

3 repeat
4 if 𝑓generate = 1 then // If all species have converged

5 if 𝑁 < 𝑁max then // The number of species 𝑁 is smaller than 𝑁max

6 Randomly initialize𝔪 individuals; // Increasing the population size.

7 else // when 𝑁 = 𝑁max and the population size has reached the maximum threshold.

8 Randomly re-initialize individuals of the species with the worst g★; // Increasing global diversity by

anti-convergence

9 𝑓generate = 0;

10 L ← individuals; // All individuals including the possible newly generated ones in Line 6.

11 S𝑖∈{1,· · · ,𝑁 } ← Algorithm 1(L, n) ; // Form species by executing Algorithm 1 on L.
12 if number of species has changed in comparison to the last iteration then

13 Update 𝑑boa =
Ub−Lb
𝑑√𝑛

(see Table 3), and then update 𝑟generate and 𝑟excl ;

14 foreach Species S𝑖 do
15 Determine 𝔰𝑖 using (3);

16 T = ∅;
17 if 𝔰𝑖 ≤ 𝑟track then
18 Tag S𝑖 as a tracker and T = T ∪ 𝑖 ;
19 else
20 Tag S𝑖 as a non-tracker;

21 if for all species S𝑖 , 𝔰𝑖 ≤ 𝑟generate then
22 𝑓generate = 1;

23 foreach pair of species S𝑖 and S𝑗 (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ) do // Exclusion component for removing redundant species.

24 if ∥g∗𝑖 − g∗𝑗 ∥ ≤ 𝑟excl then

25 Remove the inferior species; // Individuals of the species with inferior g∗ are removed.

// Determining activation status of species by adaptive deactivation (Lines 26 to 35).

26 if there is a new tracker then
27 𝑟a = 𝑟max

a ; // Reset 𝑟a to the upper bound value if at least a non-tracker species has become tracker in the

last iteration.

28 if {�S𝑖∈T : 𝔰𝑖 > 𝑟a } then // If spatial sizes of all tracker species are smaller than 𝑟a.
29 𝛽 = 𝛽 · 𝛾 ;
30 Constrict 𝑟a using (4);

31 Activate all species;

32 foreach Species S𝑖 do
33 if 𝔰𝑖 ≤ 𝑟a then
34 Deactivate S𝑖 ;

35 Keep the best species activated;

36 if a new solution needs to be deployed then
37 Return the best found solution in the current environment; // Output in solving online dynamic optimization problems.

38 foreach active species S𝑖 do
39 S𝑖 = PSO(S𝑖 ) ; // Run an internal iteration of PSO for the species S𝑖
40 if environment has changed then

41 Estimate shift severity 𝑠 (𝑡 ) using (5); // From the second environmental change.

42 foreach tracker species S𝑖 do
43 Keep 𝑔∗𝑖 as an individual;

44 Increase local diversity using (6);

45 Perform absorbing bound handing technique [Helwig et al. 2012] for individuals located out of boundaries;

46 Re-evaluate all individuals; // This addresses the outdated memory.

47 𝑟max
a = 𝜌 · 𝑠 (𝑡 ) ;

48 𝑟a = 𝑟max
a ;

49 𝛽 = 1;

50 𝑟track = 𝑠 (𝑡 ) ;

51 until stopping criterion is met ;
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by clustering (by invoking Algorithm 1) the individuals. Note that the Euclidean distances calculated in the species

formation process are used in the following procedures, such as determining spatial sizes and exclusion. Thereafter, the

species will be classified into tracker and non-tracker ones (lines 14-20). The exclusion component is executed for all

species in lines 23-25. Afterward, the computational resource allocation determines the species to be run in the current

iteration. It first sets the deactivation radius parameter 𝑟a in lines 26-30. Then, the resource allocation determines the

activation/deactivation status of all species in lines 31-35. The PSO optimization process is performed for the active

species in line 39. At the end of each iteration, the change reaction is done if an environmental change has happened

(lines 40-50). The MATLAB (R2021a) source code of SPSO+AP+AD can be found in [Yazdani 2023].

4 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first explain the experimental design.We then investigate the effectiveness of the proposed population

division and management, and computational resource allocation components. Finally, we compare the performance

of SPSO+AP+AD and several peer algorithms.

4.1 Experimental design

4.1.1 Benchmark function. Inmost work in the field of single-objective DOPs, themoving peaks benchmark (MPB) [Branke

1999] is used for examining the performance of the DOAs in experiments. The MPB generates landscapes consisting

multiple promising regions (peaks) whose widths, heights, and locations change over time. Peaks generated by this

benchmark generator5 are unimodal, smooth, regular, and symmetric, which make them easy to optimize. To address

this shortcoming, many researchers used the generalized dynamic benchmark generator (GDBG) [Li et al. 2013] instead

of MPB. GDBG is a dynamic version of the commonly used composition-based functions [Liang et al. 2005] used

in the field of global optimization in static environments. Using some functions such as Ackley and Rastrigin, the

promising regions in GDBG are not as easy to optimize as those used in MPB. However, GDBG is not as flexible and

controllable as MPB in generating problem instances with various characteristics, which is why MPB remained the

most popular benchmark in the field. Generalized Moving Peaks Benchmark (GMPB) [Yazdani et al. 2021a, 2022b] is a

state-of-the-art DOP benchmark generator in which the shortcomings of MPB and GDBG have been addressed. Unlike

MPB, the promising regions of GMPB are complex and challenging to optimize. In addition, unlike GDBG, GMPB is

highly configurable and controllable. Additionally, problem instances generated by GMPB pose some characteristics

that were not present in previous benchmarks in the field, such as varying symmetry, condition number, and variable

interaction.

GMPB is capable of generating landscapes with a controllable number of promising regions with a variety of

changing and configurable characteristics, including symmetry, roughness, modality, irregularity, condition number,

and variable interaction. The user can adjust several parameters in GMPB to generate problem instances with a vast

variety of morphological and dynamical characteristics and levels of difficulty. In this paper, we use two scenarios of

GMPB: (1) ‘Scenario 1’ in which the variable structure is fully non-separable, and (2) ‘Scenario 2’ where the variable

structure is partially separable, which is made by composing several sub-functions. Scenario 2 poses some additional

characteristics including modularity, heterogeneity, and imbalance [Omidvar et al. 2015]. A detailed description of

GMPB is provided in Section S-I of the supplementary document.

5The majority of work in the field used MPB with conical peaks [Branke and Schmeck 2003].
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Table 1. Comparison algorithms.

Algorithm Ref. Optimizer

ACFPSO [Yazdani et al. 2022a] PSO [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
psfNBC [Luo et al. 2018] PSO [Eberhart and Shi 2001]

mDE [Yazdani et al. 2020] †DE/best/2/bin [Mendes and Mohais 2005]
ImQSO [Kordestani et al. 2019] PSO [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
CPSO [Yang and Li 2010] PSO [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
FTMPSO [Yazdani et al. 2013] PSO [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
CDE [Du Plessis and Engelbrecht 2012] DE/best/2/bin [Mendes and Mohais 2005]
mCMAES [Yazdani et al. 2020] CMAES [Hansen and Ostermeier 2001]

† Differential evolution (DE) [Das and Suganthan 2010]

4.1.2 Performance evaluation. In order to measure the performance of the DOAs, we use offline-error [Branke and

Schmeck 2003] (𝐸𝑂 ) which is the most commonly used performance indicator in the literature [Yazdani et al. 2021c].

𝐸𝑂 calculates the average error of the best found position over all fitness evaluations using the following equation:

𝐸𝑂 =
1

𝑇𝜗

𝑇
∑︁

𝑡=1

𝜗
∑︁

𝑐=1

(

𝑓 (𝑡 )
(

x★(𝑡 )
)

− 𝑓 (𝑡 )
(

x∗( (𝑡−1)𝜗+𝑐 )
))

, (7)

where x★(𝑡 ) is the global optimum position at the 𝑡th environment, 𝑇 is the number of environments, 𝜗 is the change

frequency, 𝑐 is the fitness evaluation counter for each environment, and x∗( (𝑡−1)𝜗+𝑐 ) is the best found position at the

𝑐th fitness evaluation in the 𝑡th environment.

4.1.3 Comparison algorithms. A set of eight DOAs are selected for comparison, which are listed in Table 1. These

DOAs represent various types of methods from different perspectives, including different optimizers such as PSO, DE,

and CMA-ES, and different population division and management components. For example, ImQSO and CDE are

multi-population DOAs that use a fixed number of sub-populations and population size. ACFPSO, FTMPSO, mDE, and

mCMAES use index-based clustering, varying population size, and adaptive numbers of sub-populations. CPSO and

psfNBC use clustering approaches that form species/sub-populations based on the fitness values and positions of their

individuals. Although these two methods have varying numbers of species/sub-populations, their population sizes are

fixed. Moreover, FTMPSO, mDE, and mCMAES use conventional deactivation components with a fixed deactivation

condition. Finally, ACFPSO benefits from an advanced computational resource allocation method.

In order to have a fair comparison, some modifications have been made to the algorithms. First, the procedure for

detecting changes has been removed from all methods. Like many real-world cases where environmental changes are

visible [Yazdani et al. 2021b], we assume that the algorithms are informed about the environmental changes [Nguyen

2011]. Thus, they do not need to detect changes. Second, for all PSO-based algorithms, we use PSO with constriction

factor [Eberhart and Shi 2001]. Finally, all methods that require knowledge about the shift severity adopt the shift

severity estimation method from [Yazdani et al. 2018]. Note that the estimated shift severity for the first two envi-

ronments is temporarily set to one in all the experiments, as shift severity cannot be estimated before the second

environmental change [Yazdani et al. 2018].

4.1.4 Parameter settings. Table 2 shows the parameter settings for Scenario 1 and 2 of GMPB. The experiments are

done on the problem instances with various number of promising regions, shift severity values, change frequencies,

dimensions, and variable interaction structures.
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Table 2. Parameter settings for Scenario 1 and 2 of GMPB.

Parameter Symbol Value(s) in Scenario 1 Value(s) in Scenario 2

Number of sub-functions 𝑞 1 5
Sub-function dimensionality 𝑑𝑖 {5} {4,2,2,1,1}

Shift severity 𝑠 1,2,5 U[1, 3]†,U[1, 5]†
Numbers of promising regions 𝑚 10,25,50,100,200 ⋄U[5, 15]†,U[15, 35]†
Evaluations between changes 𝜗 500,1000,2500,5000 2500,5000
Dimension 𝑑 5 10

Height severity ℎ̃ 7 U[5, 9]†
Width severity �̃� 1 U[0.5, 1.5]†
Weight of sub-function 𝑖 𝜔𝑖 1 U[0.5, 3]†
Angle severity 𝜃 𝜋/9 U[𝜋/12, 𝜋/6]†
Irregularity parameter 𝜏 severity 𝜏 0.2 U[0.025, 0.075]†
Irregularity parameter 𝜂 severity �̃� 2 U[1, 3]†
Search range [𝐿𝑏,𝑈𝑏 ]𝑑 [−100, 100]𝑑 [−50, 50]𝑑
Height range [ℎmin, ℎmax ] [30, 70]
Width range [𝑤min, 𝑤max ]𝑑 [1, 12]𝑑
Angle range [𝜃min, 𝜃max ] [−𝜋, 𝜋 ]
Irregularity parameter 𝜏 range [𝜏min, 𝜏max ] [−1, 1]
Irregularity parameter 𝜂 range [𝜂min, 𝜂max ] [−20, 20]
Number of Environments 𝑇 100

† For each sub-function in Scenario 2, the values defined by U[𝑎,𝑏 ] are generated randomly in [𝑎,𝑏 ] with uniform
distribution.
⋄ This defines the number of promising regions in each sub-function independently. The total number of promising regions

in Scenario 2 is equal to the product of the number of promising regions in all sub-functions.

In SPSO+AP+AD, we use constriction factor PSO [Eberhart and Shi 2001] as the optimization component. We use the

values suggested in [Eberhart and Shi 2001] for the parameter settings of the PSO in SPSO+AP+AD. For SPSO+AP+AD,
𝑟track is set to the estimated shift severity 𝑠 based on the provided descriptions in Section 3.1. The remaining parameters

of SPSO+AP+AD, namely 𝑟generate, 𝔪, 𝜌 , 𝛾 , 𝜇, 𝑟excl, and 𝑁max, are set based on a sensitivity analysis we conducted. The

detailed results and analysis of this study can be found in Section S-II of the supplementary document. Our sensitivity

analysis shows that there are multiple combinations of parameter settings that result in the best performance of

SPSO+AP+AD, indicating that the proposed algorithm is not highly sensitive to the values of these parameters. A

summary of the parameter settings for SPSO+AP+AD is shown in Table 3.

We use the parameter settings suggested in the original references for the comparison algorithms, as our investiga-

tions have shown that these settings yield their best performance.

4.2 Experimental results

All experiments in this section are done 31 times with different random seed values and the average 𝐸𝑂 (and standard

error in parenthesis) reported in tables. In each row of the tables, the symbols ‘+’, ‘-’, and ‘≈’ indicate that the compared

algorithm is statistically significantly better than SPSO+AP+AD, statistically significantly worse than SPSO+AP+AD, and
statistically equivalent to SPSO+AP+AD, respectively, based on the Wilcoxon rank-sum test with HolmśBonferroni

𝑝-value correction and 𝛼 = 0.05. We highlight the best result in each problem instance and those that are statistically

equivalent to it.

4.2.1 Effect of the proposed components on the performance. In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the

proposed population division and management (AP), and computational resource allocation (AD) components. To this

end, we compare the performance of SPSO+AP+AD with three methods:
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Table 3. SPSO+AP+AD parameter settings.

Method Parameter Value Reference

PSO

𝜒 0.729843788 [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
𝐶1,𝐶2 2.05 [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
Neighborhood topology global star [Eberhart and Shi 2001]
Population size∗ 5 [Blackwell et al. 2008; Yazdani et al. 2020]

SPSO+AP+AD

𝑟track 𝑠∗∗ Descriptions in Section 3.1
𝜌 0.7 Sensitivity analysis in Fig. S-2
𝛾 0.1 Sensitivity analysis in Fig. S-2

𝜇 0.2† Sensitivity analysis in Fig. S-2

𝑟generate 0.3 × 𝑑boa‡ Sensitivity analysis in Table S-I
𝔪 5 Sensitivity analysis in Table S-I

𝑟excl 0.5 × 𝑑boa‡ Sensitivity analysis in Table S-II
𝑁max 30 Sensitivity analysis in Table S-III

∗ This parameter represents the size of each species. Note that the overall population size is adaptive, with an initial
value of 50 in our experiments.
∗∗ 𝑠 is temporarily set to one for the first two environments in all the experiments. 𝑠 value is updated by (5) right after
the second environmental change.
† 𝜇 value is used for determining 𝑟min

a where 𝑟min
a = 𝜇 ·

√
𝑑 .

‡ 𝑑boa =
Ub−Lb
𝑑√
𝑁

[Blackwell and Branke 2006; Blackwell et al. 2008] where Ub and Lb are the upper and lower bounds

of the search space, respectively, and 𝑁 is the number of sub-populations/species.

• SPSO: which is a species based PSO with a fixed population size. To form species, this method uses the same

clustering approach as the one used in the proposed method. Simple Round Robin is used for SPSO as the

computational resource allocation component. We also use the anti-convergence and exclusion for maintaining

global diversity and exploration capability of this method [Blackwell and Branke 2006; Blackwell et al. 2008].

Following [Blackwell et al. 2008], we set the population size to 50 for this method.

• SPSO+AP: this is similar to SPSO+AP+AD but without the proposed AD (instead, the traditional Round Robin

method is used for allocating computational resources to species).

• SPSO+AP+TD: this is similar to SPSO+AP+AD but it uses the traditional deactivation (TD) component [Kamosi

et al. 2010] instead of AD.

The experiments in this section are done on GMPB Scenario 1 with 𝑚 = {25, 50, 100}, 𝜗 = 5000, and 𝑠 = 1 and

the average 𝐸𝑂 (and standard error in parenthesis) obtained by SPSO, SPSO+AP, SPSO+AP+TD, and SPSO+AP+AD are

reported in Table 4.

Comparing the results obtained by SPSO and SPSO+AP demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive

population division and management component. Unlike SPSO whose number of species is fixed over time for all

problem instances, SPSO+AP systematically adapts its number of species to the number of discovered promising regions.

As SPSO has a fixed number of species, it suffers from: (1) wastage of computational resources by redundant species

when the number of promising regions is smaller than the number of species (i.e., 𝑁 > 𝑚), and (2) inadequate coverage

of promising regions when their number is larger than the number of species (i.e., 𝑁 < 𝑚). These shortcomings have

been addressed in SPSO+AP by the proposed species generation/removal method.

The next observation is obtained by comparing the results of SPSO+AP which uses Round Robin without deactivating

any species and SPSO+AP+TD which uses traditional deactivation component. As can be seen in Table 4, thanks to the

traditional deactivation component, the results obtained by SPSO+AP+TD are slightly superior to those obtained by

SPSO+AP, in particular in problem instances with fewer number of promising regions (i.e., smaller𝑚). However, the

performance gap between SPSO+AP+TD and SPSO+AP diminishes when solving problem instances with a larger number

of promising regions (i.e., larger𝑚), where more species are involved. This is because in the traditional deactivation
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Table 4. Investigating the effect of the proposed adaptive population division and management and adaptive deactivation computa-

tional resource allocation components by comparing the obtained average 𝐸𝑂 (and standard error in parenthesis) by SPSO+AP+AD
with SPSO, SPSO+AP and SPSO+AP+TD in problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 1 with𝑚 = {25, 50, 100}, 𝜗 = 5000, and

𝑠 = 1. The highlighted entries are significantly better using Wilcoxon rank-sum test with HolmśBonferroni 𝑝-value adjustment

(𝛼 = 0.05).

𝑚
Algorithms

SPSO+AP+AD SPSO SPSO+AP SPSO+AP+TD

25 3.86(0.11) 5.26(0.14)− 4.35(0.08)− 4.09(0.08)−
50 4.07(0.07) 5.41(0.11)− 4.47(0.08)− 4.40(0.05)−
100 4.12(0.08) 5.43(0.14)− 4.61(0.10)− 4.55(0.08)−

component, the deactivation radius, which is usually set to a very small value, is fixed. In such cases, species typically

do not receive enough computational resources to converge in each environment, and as a result, their spatial size does

not shrink enough to be deactivated. This leads to the ineffectiveness of the deactivation process in such circumstances.

According to the reported results in Table 4, SPSO+AP+AD outperforms other methods thanks to both proposed

components. Comparing the results of SPSO+AP and SPSO+AP+AD demonstrates the effectiveness of using the proposed

computational resource allocation component. In addition, as a result of the systematic control of the deactivation

radius used in the proposed adaptive deactivation component, the performance of SPSO+AP+AD is superior to that

of SPSO+AP+TD which uses fixed deactivation radius. Moreover, unlike the traditional deactivation component, the

proposed adaptive deactivation component maintains its effectiveness in problem instances with larger numbers of

the promising regions. The reasons behind the improvements resulted by using the proposed adaptive deactivation

component in SPSO+AP+AD are:

• Improving the exploitation around the best found position.

• Improving the tracking performance by allowing all tracker species to perform tracking task according to the

limitation degree of the computational resources.

• Improving the tracking performance by allowing new tracker species to converge to the summit.

• Improving the coverage performance by maintaining activation of newly generated and non-tracker species.

4.2.2 Comparison with peer methods. In this section, the performance of SPSO+AP+AD is compared with that of the

peer algorithms from Table 1 on a number of problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.

Obtained average 𝐸𝑂 results and standard errors are reported in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Table 5 shows the results obtained by the algorithms on problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 1 with

different numbers of the promising regions. As shown in this table, SPSO+AP+AD ranks first among all algorithms.

According to this table, problem instances with larger numbers of the promising regions are often more challenging for

the algorithms. This is more noticeable in the results obtained by the adaptive multi-population DOAs that increase the

number of sub-populations with the rise in the number of promising regions. Therefore, due to large population size

values, each sub-population receives a smaller amount of the computational resources in each environment. According

to the reported results, SPSO+AP+AD can maintain its high efficiency for the problem instances with larger numbers of

the promising regions.
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Table 5. Results Obtained (average 𝐸𝑂 and standard error in parenthesis) by the algorithms on the problem instances generated by

GMPB Scenario 1 with different number of promising regions𝑚 = {10, 25, 50, 100, 200}, 𝜗 = 5000, and 𝑠 = 1. The highlighted entries

are significantly better using Wilcoxon rank-sum test with HolmśBonferroni 𝑝-value adjustment (𝛼 = 0.05).

𝑚
Algorithms

SPSO+AP+AD ACFPSO FTMPSO mDE ImQSO CPSO CDE psfNBC mCMAES

10 3.47(0.09) 4.67(0.17)− 5.82(0.13)− 5.83(0.13)− 5.41(0.17)− 9.27(0.20)− 10.30(0.54)− 4.59(0.12)− 3.96(0.16)−
25 3.86(0.11) 4.78(0.15)− 5.69(0.81)− 5.85(0.10)− 6.37(0.18)− 8.80(0.15)− 11.92(0.01)− 5.93(0.13)− 4.53(0.16)−
50 4.07(0.07) 4.80(0.10)− 5.77(0.09)− 6.08(0.09)− 6.58(0.16)− 8.27(0.13)− 9.91(0.45)− 6.30(0.14)− 4.61(0.13)−
100 4.12(0.08) 4.70(0.11)− 5.68(0.08)− 6.37(0.11)− 6.68(0.15)− 7.87(0.13)− 9.52(0.38)− 6.40(0.15)− 4.80(0.13)−
200 4.26(0.06) 4.61(0.11)− 5.67(0.08)− 6.26(0.11)− 6.57(0.12)− 7.69(0.15)− 10.22(0.65)− 6.37(0.14)− 4.70(0.12)−

Table 6. Results Obtained (average 𝐸𝑂 and standard error in parenthesis) by the algorithms on the problem instances generated by

GMPB Scenario 1 with different shift severity values 𝑠 = {1, 2, 5},𝑚 = 10, and 𝜗 = 5000. The highlighted entries are significantly

better using Wilcoxon rank-sum test with HolmśBonferroni 𝑝-value adjustment (𝛼 = 0.05). Multiple highlighted entries in each row

are statistically similar.

𝑠
Algorithms

SPSO+AP+AD ACFPSO FTMPSO mDE ImQSO CPSO CDE psfNBC mCMAES

1 3.47(0.09) 4.67(0.17)− 5.82(0.13)− 5.83(0.13)− 5.41(0.17)− 9.27(0.20)− 10.30(0.54)− 4.59(0.12)− 3.96(0.16)−
2 5.23(0.15) 5.72(0.17)− 7.28(0.17)− 8.24(0.17)− 7.24(0.16)− 12.43(0.24)− 15.72(0.84)− 6.32(0.13)− 5.29(0.21)≈
5 9.11(0.19) 9.08(0.21)≈ 10.45(0.20)− 13.36(0.18)− 11.42(0.20)− 18.92(0.31)− 29.98(1.39)− 13.64(0.20)− 13.54(0.36)−

Table 7. Results Obtained (average 𝐸𝑂 and standard error in parenthesis) by the algorithms on the problem instances generated

by GMPB Scenario 1 with different change frequencies 𝜗 = {500, 1000, 2500, 5000},𝑚 = 10, and 𝑠 = 1. The highlighted entries are

significantly better using Wilcoxon rank-sum test with HolmśBonferroni 𝑝-value adjustment (𝛼 = 0.05).

𝜗
Algorithms

SPSO+AP+AD ACFPSO FTMPSO mDE ImQSO CPSO CDE psfNBC mCMAES

500 13.49(0.38) 18.46(0.78)− 20.26(0.51)− 18.99(0.47)− 21.07(0.38)− 48.16(1.48)− 66.28(6.27)− 104.2(15.12)− 17.04(0.93)−
1000 8.11(0.27) 11.62(0.43)− 13.55(0.32)− 12.43(0.22)− 12.30(0.37)− 28.23(0.79)− 40.47(4.28)− 19.39(0.71)− 9.56(0.53)−
2500 4.77(0.17) 6.79(0.25)− 8.37(0.18)− 7.49(0.17)− 7.70(0.22)− 14.52(0.31)− 17.27(1.02)− 7.21(0.14)− 5.65(0.28)−
5000 3.47(0.09) 4.67(0.17)− 5.82(0.13)− 5.83(0.13)− 5.41(0.17)− 9.27(0.20)− 10.30(0.54)− 4.59(0.12)− 3.96(0.16)−

Table 6 compares the results obtained by the algorithms on problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 1 with

different degrees of shift severity. Based on the reported results in this table, problem instances with larger values of

shift severity pose a greater challenge for the algorithms since the tracking needs more computational resources. The

reason is that the summits of the promising regions relocate to farther positions after each environmental change

when the shift severity value is large. Moreover, the fitness drop values after each environmental change are large due

to the large summit relocation lengths, which result in 𝐸𝑂 deterioration. As shown in this table, SPSO+AP+AD ranks

first among all algorithms in the problem instances with different shift severity values.

Table 7 shows the results obtained by the algorithms on problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 1 with

different change frequency values. According to this table, the higher the change frequency, the more challenging the

problem becomes due to the very limited computational resources available in each environment. Note that lower 𝜗

values indicate higher change frequencies. As can be seen in this table, SPSO+AP+AD also outperforms other methods in

the problem instances with higher change frequencies. This superiority demonstrates the high impact of the proposed

resource allocation component in efficiently managing the consumption of the very limited computational resources

by each species in the problem instances with high change frequency values.
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(a) GMPB Scenario 1 with𝑚 = 10, 𝜗 = 5000, and 𝑠 = 1.
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(b) GMPB Scenario 1 with𝑚 = 100, 𝜗 = 5000, and 𝑠 = 1
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(c) GMPB Scenario 1 with𝑚 = 10, 𝜗 = 500, and 𝑠 = 1
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(d) GMPB Scenario 1 with𝑚 = 10, 𝜗 = 2500, and 𝑠 = 1

Fig. 1. Current error plots of SPSO+AP+AD, ACFPSO, FTMPSO, mDE, and mCMAES on four problem instances generated by GMPB

Scenario 1 with different configurations and for 20 environments. All sub-figures are illustrated according to the average of the current

errors for 31 independent runs.

Figure 1 illustrates the superiority of the change reaction capability and convergence speed of the proposed algorithm

in comparison to peer DOAs6 on problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 1 with various numbers of promising

regions and change frequencies.

Table 8 reports the results obtained by the DOAs on GMPB Scenario 2 with four different configurations. As

shown in Table 2, GMPB Scenario 2 is modular and constructed by the composition of five heterogeneous sub-

functions. The modular property of GMPB Scenario 2 results in an exponential increase in the number of promising

regions [Yazdani et al. 2022b], resulting in significant intensification of the multimodality and roughness of the search

space. Consequently, GMPB Scenario 2 is more challenging than Scenario 1.

Results in Table 8 show that increasing the shift severity values makes it more difficult to solve GMPB Scenario 2 due

to longer displacement distances of promising regions. In addition, Table 8 compares the results obtained on the GMPB

Scenario 2 with𝑚 set toU[5, 15] andU[15, 35]. As stated before, the number of promising regions in GMPB Scenario

2 is equal to the product of the number of promising regions in all sub-functions. Therefore, the number of promising

regions is very high in both cases where𝑚 is set to eitherU[5, 15] orU[15, 35]. The results obtained by the DOAs on

GMPB Scenario 2 withU[15, 35] promising regions for each sub-function are better than those obtained on problem

instances with𝑚 = U[5, 15]. This is because there are significantly more promising regions when𝑚 = U[15, 35] for
each sub-function, which in turn increases the likelihood of covering high-quality promising regions by DOAs [Yazdani

et al. 2022b]. Finally, the worst results are obtained on GMPB Scenario 2 with a higher change frequency (𝜗 = 2500), as

6For the sake of plot clarity, we have selected the top five DOAs from Tables 5, 6, and 7 to be displayed in Figure 1.
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Table 8. Results Obtained (average 𝐸𝑂 and standard error in parenthesis) by the algorithms on the GMPB Scenario 2 with various

parameter settings from Table 2. The highlighted entries are significantly better using Wilcoxon rank-sum test with HolmśBonferroni

𝑝-value adjustment (𝛼 = 0.05). Multiple highlighted entries in each row are statistically similar.

GMPB Scenario 2 parameters Algorithms

𝑠† 𝑚† 𝜗 SPSO+AP+AD ACFPSO FTMPSO mDE ImQSO CPSO CDE psfNBC mCMAES

U[1, 3]∗ U[5, 15] 5000 16.85(0.91) 18.55(0.84)− 25.41(1.19)− 22.02(1.02)− 48.95(2.50)− 18.32(0.98)− 33.67(1.79)− 19.70(0.78)− 25.17(1.21)−
U[1, 5] U[5, 15] 5000 18.69(1.05) 20.31(0.91)− 28.04(1.32)− 24.69(1.24)− 52.08(2.76)− 21.06(1.12)− 39.71(2.24)− 23.92(1.24)− 30.59(1.70)−
U[1, 3] U[15, 35] 5000 16.08(0.86) 17.61(0.76)− 24.37(1.10)− 21.40(0.95)− 40.52(2.04)− 16.24(0.76)≈ 29.98(1.73)− 19.96(0.89)− 23.39(1.08)−
U[1, 3] U[5, 15] 2500 23.19(1.07) 23.38(1.09)≈ 30.23(1.39)− 28.08(1.21)− 48.97(2.41)− 23.52(1.20)≈ 39.18(2.12)− 25.48(1.26)− 30.25(1.56)−
† Values are defined randomly and independently for each sub-function of GMPB Scenario 2.
∗ U[𝑎,𝑏 ] generates a random number with uniform distribution in [𝑎,𝑏 ].

it reduces the available computational resources (i.e., function evaluations) in each environment, thereby decreasing

the exploration and exploitation capabilities of the DOAs. Overall, SPSO+AP+AD obtained the best results in solving

the four problem instances generated by GMPB Scenario 2.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive species-based PSO called SPSO+AP+AD with two novel components: adaptive

population division and management, and adaptive deactivation based computational resource allocation. SPSO+AP+AD
forms sub-populations (species) using a clustering method that considers both fitness and positions of individuals

in each iteration. Unlike most existing species-based dynamic optimization algorithms that have a fixed population

size, SPSO+AP+AD adapts the overall population size and the number of sub-populations according to the discovered

promising regions. We also introduced a novel systematic adaptive deactivation component to adaptively allocated

computational resources to the sub-populations based on the role and convergence status of the sub-populations, as

well as the characteristics of dynamic optimization problems including the number of discovered promising regions

and shift severity. By applying the proposed resource allocation component, exploitation and exploration capabilities

are substantially enhanced. We then proved the efficiency of the proposed algorithm on the Generalized Moving Peaks

Benchmark with different numbers of promising regions, shift severity degrees, dimensions, and change frequencies

in comparison to those of several peer algorithms. The results demonstrated the effectiveness and accuracy of the

proposed algorithm.

Similar to the majority of the state-of-the-art multi-population DOAs [Yazdani et al. 2021b,c], the proposed method

in this paper also uses several parameters that need to be set by the user. A future research direction is to design

self adaptive [Novoa-Hernández et al. 2016] and auto-parameter tuning mechanisms [Huang et al. 2020] for some

parameters of the proposed method, in particular those that belong to the proposed adaptive deactivation and

adaptive population handling components. Using such techniques is also vital in solving many real-world DOPs that

possess heterogeneous dynamical behavior over time [Yazdani et al. 2021b]. In such problems, using fixed values for

many parameters would be inefficient since their optimal values change over time following changes in dynamical

characteristics such as change intensity and frequency.

Most work in the DOP literature, including this paper, focuses on problems whose search ranges are identical in all

dimensions, and problems with various search ranges in different dimensions have rarely been investigated. In fact,

most DOAs, in particular multi-population ones, use components which work based on Euclidean distances that may

not be effective for solving DOPs with various search ranges in different dimensions. Investigating the effectiveness of
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the existing algorithms/components in solving such DOPs and developing algorithms/components for tackling these

problems is an important future direction.

Like most work in the DOP literature, we examined the effectiveness of the proposed method in solving artificial

benchmark problems. An important area of future work will be adapting the proposed method for solving a real-world

DOP. An important group of real-world DOPs is the dynamic covering location problem [Ankrah et al. 2019; Plastria

2002]. In these problems, the aim is to relocate a finite set of facilities to serve demands/customers whose numbers

and locations change over time. To react to changes in demands/customers, the dynamic algorithms need to track the

optimal positions of the facilities.
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